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Fechas Importantes / Important  
Dates 
 
Closed for Spring Break 
March 30-April 3 

Las Matemáticas 
 
We have been doing daily counting of 
hands and feet in order to count to 
higher numbers together at circle time. 
After a few weeks of doing that 
counting, we switched to counting 
fingers, by counting by 10s. We have 
also been counting hands, counting by 
2s.  We 
also 
began 
talking 
about 
tally 
marks as 
a means 
of 
recording a quantity.  
We began a study of capacity, first 
looking at how many pom poms fit in 
children’s hands and then in various 
sized containers. We did an activity in 

which we made guesses about which 
container had a greater capacity. We 
checked 
by 
measuring 
how many 
cups each 
container 
held. We 
discussed 
container 
attributes, 
not only 
tall or 
short, but 
how wide 
or narrow 
it is.  

COVID-19 
We will be monitoring 
recommendations by the WI Dept. of 
Public Health.  It is possible that if it 
comes to Madison public schools 
closing in response to increased local 
cases of COVID-19, that we would 
close as well.  
Stay tuned & stay healthy! 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Literacy 
 
characters 
 
 
 

CLOTHING FOR OUTSIDE TIME 
The forecast is actually looking like spring 
temperatures are on the way. Just as a 
reminder, we continue to have the kids 
dress in snow pants for quite a while yet. 
The snowpants help them stay dry, as a 
high percentage of kids’ body parts are in 
contact with the ground when playing 
outside. Please continue to send 
waterproof gloves and hats as well. We 
have kids put on all or less outerwear 
depending on the temperature it is at our 
outside time.  

el español 
Our routine continues to add in new 
words: 
¿Qué hacemos?   What are we doing? 
 
No en la boca       Not in your mouth 
 
Llamaron a la puerta.  
                           The doorbell rang. 
 
Pueden devolver las botellas de agua.  
You can put your water bottle back. 

 
Llevan las botellas a la mochilas. 
Take your water bottles to your 
backpacks. 
 
There is a lot of oral Spanish that the 
children are hearing and responding to 
with their actions. Receptive language, 
understanding what you hear, is a 
precursor to productive, speaking. 
Children are demonstrating their 
understanding of Spanish in context 
and demonstrating their understanding 
either by replying with simple Spanish 
or with an appropriate action.  

Language Development 
 
There are many different areas to 
early childhood language 
development. There are the social 
rules of language, like volume 
moderation, taking turns in a 
conversation, and making appropriate 
eye contact.  There is the amount of 
engagement in a conversation. Can 
the child participate in a conversation 
of three exchanges? (Listen and 
respond for three back-and-forths) 
There is the pronunciation of words, 
using of conventional grammar, and 
expanding vocabulary.  There is 
language comprehension.  There’s a 
lot to model for children and ways to 
elicit more language from them in 
return.  Children can be encouraged to 
use explanatory talk. Adults can model 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

by narrating out loud. “I am trying to 
open this jar. The lid seems really 
stuck on. I am going to use this rubber 
pot holder to grip it better. Let’s see if 
that works.”  In order to get more 
expansive productive language, adults 
can ask open-ended questions.  “What 
would happen if…..” , “Why do you 
think…..”.  Open-ended questions not 
only encourage an increase in 
productive language, but in critical 
thinking.  Adults can also help children 
increase their vocabulary by providing 
similar words to ones that children are 
already using.  One can respond to 
“Yummy” with, “You think apples are 
delicious. I do too. Macintosh are so 
tasty, even though they are a little 
tart.”  Repeat and reinforce new words 
and use them in different contexts 
throughout the day.  


